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© Apparatus for providing TV program information.

@ A known system derives information from the

VPS- and Teletext signals and displays the title of

the current program and the network name on

screen for a few seconds, each time a new channel

is selected. The VPS- and Teletext signals contain

more program-related information than mentioned

above. The present invention concerns deriving (400,

410, 420, 430, 440, 450, 460, 470) the end-time

and/or the remaining duration of the current program

as well as the starting-time of the next program for

display (480) on-screen.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the field of

television receivers incorporating teletext decoders.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The VPS- and Teletext signals contain useful

program-related information which can be dis-

played to the TV viewer. European Patent Applica-

tion EP 89106255.6 describes the required hard-

ware and software extensions to realize suitable

signal processing to find this information and dis-

play the title of the current program and the name
of the broadcasting station. A TV set, equipped

with a teletext decoder, need only be supplemen-

ted with a VPS-decoder and some additional soft-

ware in the teletext controller to provide these

useful features.

In the meantime the realization of this informa-

tion display became increasingly attractive as new
teletext-dataslicers with built-in VPS-decoders be-

came available. Thus, such a system can be imple-

mented into TV receivers without any additional

hardware expenses, when using this new dataslicer

(such as an SDA 5645) for the teletext-decoder.

In addition to the title of the current program

and the name of the broadcasting station, some
supplementary program-related information is con-

tained in the VPS- and Teletext signals. Currently

available decoders cannot retrieve this supplemen-

tary program-related information.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention describes how to obtain,

from the supplementary information, the end-time

and/or the remaining duration of the current pro-

gram as well as the starting-time of the next pro-

gram, and how to display this information on-

screen. It is herein recognized that the system

described in EP 89106255.6 may be modified in

software to realize these useful supplementary fea-

tures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

FIGURES 1a, 1b, and 1c, show examples of

teletext program schedule pages as known from

the prior art.

FIGURE 2 is a block diagram of system hard-

ware suitable for practicing the invention.

FIGURES 3a, 3b, and 3c show examples of

distributions over several pages of a television pro-

gram schedule for a single day.

FIGURE 4 is a flowchart showing the relevant

portion of the control program for the microcom-

puter of FIGURE 2.

FIGURES 5a, and 5b show examples of

program-related information displays.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENT
5

The required program related information is

obtained from the VPT-pages in teletext. (VPT

Videorecorder Programming by Teletext). VPT-

pages are TV-program schedule pages where all

w the data required for VCR programming are in-

serted and explicitly characterized by specific data

formats. These data correspond to the VPS-data,

transmitted on line 16.

It is therefore possible for a microcomputer to

is find the VPT-page containing the information re-

lated to the current program, by correlating the

actual VPS-code with the incoming TXT-pages.

The required procedures and the solution of the

problem caused by the time constraints of the data

20 transfer bus (HC-bus) were presented in the above-

mentioned European patent application EP
89106255.6.

The display of on-air time information is based

on these VPT-pages. The well-defined assignments

25 of the VPT-data allow one to derive the required

information for display from these pages as soon

as they are found.

The display of program-time information is

based on the following definitions. The given ex-

30 planations of the used terms are important for

better understanding of the descriptions.

On the VPT program pages each announced

program has explicitly assigned to it the following

data with their own characteristic format:

35 On-air time:

The on-air time is represented in single-time

format (xx.xx) or in double-time format

(xx.xx.yy.yy). The later format defines both start-

ing and end time.

40 Title of the program:

The title uses one or more teletext rows.

VPS-time:

The VPS-time format differs from the single-time

format, in that it has no dot character between

45 the hours and minutes (xxxx).

The most important difference between the

VPS-time and the starting time is that the former is

not changed in case of changes in the program

schedule, while the latter matches the scheduled

so real on-air time.

Assignment of starting-time and end-time:

On-air time in single time format:

The end-time of a program is given by the

starting-time of the following program on the VPT
55 page. Otherwise, when there is no following pro-

gram on that page, an additional time information,

in single time format without a title must be present

for this purpose, as shown in FIGURE 1a.
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A starting-time with a VPS time 2500 is used to

characterize a transmission pause. It also repre-

sents therefore the end-time of the previous pro-

gram.

On-air time in double time format:

The end-time is explicitly contained in the

double-time format, as shown in FIGURE 1b.

Assignment of on-air time and title:

The arrangement of on-air time (starting-time)

and the corresponding title is fixed; first the on-air

time and then the corresponding title. The end of a

title is marked by the following starting time.

Assignment of on-air time and VPS-time:

The arrangement of the VPS -times must cor-

respond to the sequence of the announced pro-

grams (represented by their starting-times) on the

VPT-page. (This also allows the block representa-

tion as shown in FIGURE 1c).

The system configuration shown in Fig. 2 is the

same as in EP 89106255.6, with the exception of

the video processor (data-slicer) SAA 5231. This is

replaced by the video processor SDA 5645, which

incorporates a VPS decoder, thus eliminating the

separate VPS decoder previously used.

When the TV set is turned on or a new channel

is selected, the microcomputer acts as described

in EP 89106255.6. It first has to read the VPS code

of the current program from the VPS-decoder.

Then the teletext page that includes the actual TV
program schedule (VPT page) has to be found in

the incoming Teletext datastream. For this reason

the same procedure has to be used as described

in EP 89106255.6. When the corresponding page is

found, the microcomputer also determines which

row contains the starting-time and the first line of

the title of the

current program. Next the end-time has to be

found: This is trivial if the double-time format is

used. Otherwise the microcomputer has to search

for the starting-time of the following program, the

starting-time of a transmission pause, or the next

time format without a title should there- be no

following program on that page. A similar algorithm

as used in EP 89106255.6 is employed to deter-

mine the number of lines of the title of the current

program.

To display the remaining duration of the cur-

rent program in addition to (or instead of) the end-

time, the rolling time of the header is read and

subtracted from the end-time.

Finally, the starting-time of the next program

has to be found:

If the end-time of the current program was not

obtained from the starting-time of the following

program, the microcomputer has to search for this

starting-time. Some complications occur if the fol-

lowing program is not listed on the same page.

This case has to be considered as the TV program

schedule of one day is usually distributed over

several pages.

Three different ways of distributing the TV pro-

gram schedule on different pages exist:

5 Casel: on rolling pages with the same page

number as shown in FIGURE 3a

Case 2: on different pages with subsequent

page numbers as shown in FIGURE

3b

to
.

Case 3: on different pages with subsequent

page numbers where each page can

be a rolling page as shown in FIG-

URE 3c.

The present invention will be described with

15 reference to the flowchart of FIGURE 4. It is not

trivial to find the starting-time of the following pro-

gram on other pages, as the VPS -code of this

program is not known. Therefore, it is impossible to

find that page by using the procedure used to find

20 the page with the current program. But the micro-

computer can read the page number of the page

with the current program. The following program

has to be either on a rolling page with the same
page number n or on a page with a page number

25 n + 1, which can also have rolling pages. The

microcomputer can therefore make a page request

with page number n and another with page number

n+ 1 (step 400).

The microcomputer then has to wait for the

30 next appearance of page n (step 410). If, in step

420, a determination is made that the next appear-

ance of page n has the same content as its pre-

decessor, the microcomputer concludes that there

are no rolling pages under that page number and

35 therefore the starting time of the following program

is on a page with page number n + 1 (checking the

contents for correspondence is simply done by

applying the search algorithm used to find the title

of the current program to the next page n. If the

40 search algorithm again finds the actual current pro-

gram, it must be the same page and there are no

rolling pages on that page number). In that case,

the routine advances to step 440.

If there are rolling pages, the microcomputer

45 simply selects the first starting-time with a valid

VPS-time from the next page n. At step 430 a

check is made to see if this is an earlier time than

the starting-time of the current program, the follow-

ing program has to be searched on page n + 1. If

50 so, the routine advances to step 440. Otherwise,

the selected time is the starting-time of the next

program, and the routine advances to step 480.

If the starting-time has to be searched on page

n + 1 , the microcomputer also has to select the first

55 starting-time with a valid VPS time. Should there

be a difference between the end-time of the current

program and the selected time (step 450), the

microcomputer checks if there are rolling pages

3
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(step 460) and then selects the earliest time to

display as starting-time of the next program (step

470).

FIGURES 5a and 5b show examples of

program-related information displays displayed on 5

a screen 510, 510' of a television receiver 500,

500'. Current time of day is displayed (530, 530')

as is station designation (520, 520')

The display (540, 540'), indicating the remain-

ing duration, has to be updated during the time the 10

microcomputer waits for the next appearance of

pages, and if desired, the title of the following

program can also be displayed.

When the microcomputer has found and dis-

played the starting time of the following program, it 15

has to check if any changes occur on the program

schedule pages. In this case the displayed informa-

tion has to be updated. Normally this information is

just displayed for a few seconds but updating is

done in the background. Thus the information can 20

be displayed on request immediately.

Thus has been described a program time dis-

play which is a useful feature for informing the TV
viewer about the end of the current program. It is

particularly helpful when changes or delays in the 25

program schedule occur.

Its realization requires only modification of the

software needed for displaying station name and

program title as known from EP 89106255.6. The

procedure for finding the relevant program pages in 30

the incoming Teletext data stream is identical.

Claims

1. In a television signal processing system 35

wherein the television signals include image

representative information and a plurality of

accompanying segments of supplementary in-

formation including program identification in-

formation, and a listing of program title in- 40

formation, program starting times, and program

source information, the supplementary informa-

tion being encoded during vertical blanking

intervals of the broadcast signal with at least

the program identification information being 45

disposed within vertical blanking intervals of

related image-representative information and

further being included within said listing, signal

processing apparatus comprising:

tuning means for selectively receiving tele- so

vision signals transmitted by individual pro-

gram sources, the received signals including

image-representative information and accom-

panying segments of supplementary informa-

tion; 55

first signal decoder means for decoding

said listing and said included program iden-

tification information;

memory means for storing and retrieving

at least said program title information and in-

cluded starting time information for the current

program and starting time information for the

next program decoded by said first signal de-

coder means;

a first controller means coupled to said

first decoder means for selectively transferring

said segments of supplementary information

among said memory means, said first decoder

means and said first controller means;

second signal decoder means for decod-

ing said program identification information dis-

posed within blanking intervals of related

image-representative information;

said first controller means, upon initial re-

ception of signals from an individual program

source by said tuning means, sequentially

causing said second signal decoder means to

decode said program identification information

accompanying related image-representative in-

formation, thereafter causing said first signal

decoder means to identify the same program

identification information within said listing and

to store at least program title information of

said listing in said memory means, said first

controller means thereafter transferring said

program title information from said memory

means for display thereof along with related

image-representative information; and charac-

terized in that

said program identification information

may appear on a page of data n of m pages of

data, and may continue onto one of a second

page also designated n (p401 am, P401 pm,

P401 night) and a further page designated

n + 1( P301, P302, P303), said second signal

decoder means searches said pages (400,

410, 420, 430, 440, 450, 460, 470) and de-

codes said program information to retrieve one

of

a) the starting time and ending time of the

current program; and

b) the starting time of the current program

and the starting time of a subsequent pro-

gram;

said first signal decoder thereafter de-

riving and displaying (480) one of said end-

ing time of the current program and the

time remaining in the current program.

2. Signal processing apparatus according to

Claim 1 characterized in that said second page

also designated n (p401 am, P401 pm, P401

night) is a rolling page.

3. Signal processing apparatus according to

Claims 1 or 2 characterized in that said listing
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comprises teletext information and said first

signal decoder means comprises a teletext de-

coder system.

4. Signal processing apparatus according to

Claim 3 characterized in that said second sig-

nal decoder means comprises a VPV or VPT
decoder system.

5. Signal processing apparatus according to

Claim 3 characterized in that said first control-

ler means provides first control signals to said

first signal decoder means, upon initial recep-

tion of a running program, to cause said first

signal decoder means to search teletext trans-

missions for program identification information

matching corresponding information provided

by said second signal decoder means.

6. Signal processing apparatus according to

Claim 5 characterized in that said second sig-

nal decoder means comprises a VPV or VPT
decoder system.

7. Signal processing apparatus according to

Claim 5 characterized in that said first control-

ler means transfers (480) program source in-

formation, program starting time information

and one of program ending time and time

remaining in said current program (540) , from

said memory means for display along with said

program title information.

8. A method of processing television signals

wherein the television signals include image-

representative information and a plurality of

segments of accompanying supplementary in-

formation including program identification in-

formation having a time component, and a

listing including program title information and

program source information, the supplemen-

tary information being encoded during vertical

blanking intervals of the television signal with

at least the program identification information

being disposed within vertical blanking inter-

vals of related image-representative informa-

tion and further being included within the list-

ing, the method comprising:

tuning a television signal processor for se-

lectively receiving signals transmitted by an

individual program source, the received signals

including said image-representative information

and accompanying segments of supplemen-

tary information;

decoding said listing and said included

program identification information;

storing said decoded listing and included

program identification information for subse-

quent retrieval;

decoding said program identification infor-

mation disposed within blanking intervals of

related image-representative information;

5 comparing said last-named program iden-

tification information with said included pro-

gram identification information to identify

matching information; and

displaying at least program title informa-

io tion accompanying said included identification

information upon identifying matching program

identification information; and characterized by

the additional steps of:

searching for information on rolling pages

15 and subsequent pages to derive ending time

information for the current program by,

reading again (400, 410) a page of data

bearing the same designation as the

previously-read page of data of said listing;

20 determining (420) if said read-again page

of data is the same as said previously-read

page or a rolling page;

reading (440) a subsequent page of data if

said read-again page of data is the same as

25 said previously-read page of data;

determining an ending time from one of an

explicit ending time and the starting time of a

subsequent program (450, 460, 470).

30

35

40

45

50

55
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FIG.
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